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 JoHann seBastian BacH “air” from orchestral suite no. 3 in d Major, BWv 1068
 (1685-1750)
  piano concerto no. 3 in d Major, BWv 1054
    allegro
   adagio e sempre piano
   allegro
    Dejan Lazíc

 gustav MaHler symphony no. 5 in c-sharp Minor
 (1860-1911)  part i
         trauermarsch
      stürmisch bewegt

   part ii
      scherzo: kräftig, nicht zu schnell

   part iii
      adagietto
      rondo-Finale

interMission

cArl St.clAir • conductor  |  DejAn lAzić • piano

the thursday, March 21 concert is generously sponsored by David and Tara Troob.

the saturday, March 23 concert is generously sponsored by Dr. Stan and Dolores Sirott.

dejan lazić’s appearances this weekend are generously underwritten by the Nicholas Family Foundation.
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n o t e s by michael clive

a simple, beautiful melody in a single voice — something we rarely 
encounter in Bach’s music, with its densely layered polyphonic 
constructions. 

While Baroque fiddle technique often includes crisp attacks and an 
astringent sound with suppressed vibrato, the air indulges us with a 
more luxurious sound which exposes the solo violin’s voice against 
a “walking bass” accompaniment, requiring the soloist to maintain 
a purling legato line — fluid, yet controlled. the effect is a delicate 
balance between Baroque purity and romantic pliancy.

Piano Concerto No. 3

Instrumentation: strings, solo piano; Performance Time: 20 minutes

background

B ach died before the modern piano was developed. But his 
mastery of the organ and the harpsichord, his freewheeling 
concerto transcriptions and his fascination for the new musical 

technologies of his day all suggest that he would have pounced on the 
dynamic possibilities of the modern piano. His piano concerto no. 
3 is one of seven complete concertos he originally composed for a 
single harpsichord.

When played on the harpsichord, these concertos delight with their 
energy, fleet passagework and intertwined voices. For the modern 
pianist, the expressive possibilities are greater than they were for 
the harpsichord soloist of Bach’s day — offering control of a wider 
dynamic range opening to a much louder sound, the possibility of 
legato phrasing and notes that sustain instead of quickly decaying 
in the air. But the concertos’ initial challenges remain as they do 
in all of Bach’s keyboard works: accurate articulations of rapid, 
excitingly showy passagework are crucial, and all of Bach’s twining 
contrapuntal voices must be clearly delineated.

Bach was living in leipzig and was in his late 40s or early 50s when 
he composed these concertos, which freely mix new material with 
transcriptions from earlier works. such borrowing was a common 
artistic practice of the day; composers borrowed not only from 
themselves, but from each other. one of Bach’s favored sources was 
vivaldi, the popular venetian composer whose concertos numbered 
in the hundreds. once Bach had completed his harpsichord concertos, 
he continued the recycling process, reworking individual movements 
in sacred cantatas. (His responsibilities as kapellmeister in leipzig 
included producing a new cantata — typically with six choral and 
instrumental movements — roughly every two weeks.)

What to listen for

the piano concerto no. 3 is constructed in the typical three-
movement form — fast-slow-fast — and is based on the master’s 
violin concerto in e major, which also survives in its original 
form. (For the harpsichord, the key was dropped a whole tone to 
accommodate the limits of contemporary instruments, which had a 
top note of high d.) 

the concerto opens in brisk, celebratory fashion, with a fanfare-like 
tutti. the tempo is energetic (allegro) but the construction is elegant 
in the Bachian manner, with tutti and solo passages twining rather 
than simply alternating. 

“Air” from Orchestral Suite No. 3 in D Major

Instrumentation: strings; Performance Time: 16 minutes

background

F rom the title “air” from orchestral suite no. 3 in d Major, 
BWv 1068, familiarity may not be immediately apparent, 
but the tune is well-known. Bach himself would not have 

recognized the name “air on the g string” as it has come to be 
labeled more popularly since his death. the air is known in its most 
familiar modern form as arranged by the german violinist august 
Wilhelmj (1845-1908): a ravishing, seductive violin melody that can 
be played entirely on the lowest of the violin’s four strings along with 
piano accompaniment. 

is this orchestral movement Bach’s most often-heard composition? 
the most frequently programmed excerpt featuring the violin? 
possibly. We can be certain that it is enormously popular, irresistibly 
beautiful and a glaring exception to most of the rules we learned in 
school about Bach.

the rules identify Bach as the great culminating genius of Baroque 
style — the one composer who brought the era’s aesthetic principles 
into focus, and who remains uniquely revered and influential in the 
history of classical composition. He was music history’s ultimate 
master of counterpoint, the towering genius of oratorio and one 
of the greatest organists of all time. His music was intricately 
constructed with the characteristic multiple voices and driving rhythms 
characteristic of the Baroque sound. none of these technicalities, 
however, are present in this sublimely simple movement.

What to listen for

Bach’s orchestral suite no. 3 in d Major is one of four orchestral 
suites that he composed. scored for trumpets, percussion, oboes and 
strings with a harpsichord continuo, the suite is comprised of five 
movements, all based on French dance rhythms. the air is the suite’s 
brief second movement. ultimately, it is just what its title suggests: 
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n o t e s
composers, but somehow did not establish him as a composer of 
greatness. 

as a conductor, on the other hand, Mahler was a giant of his 
day, with a reputation that made him perhaps the first modern 
celebrity-conductor. (His ill-fated stint as leader of the new york 
philharmonic is one of the tragedies of his life and of american 
music.) as a conductor of opera he was a penetrating musical analyst 
with a tremendous sense of theater. all of these factors helped shape 
Mahler’s symphony no. 5 and helped make it a turning point in his 
symphonic composition.

the composer’s simultaneous focus on his symphony no. 5 and on 
Beethoven’s fidelio seems fateful. He considered it the greatest 
of all operas, the “opera of operas” that most fully realized the 
form’s potential for exploring humanity’s highest concerns. these 
are the concerns that pervade Mahler’s music: His symphonies and 
songs explore the fragility of beauty, the brevity of life, the mystery 
of death and the purpose of corporeal existence. in his first four 
symphonies, these subjects were not just embedded in the notes, but 
expressed verbally through the inclusion of vocal elements based on 
folk songs, or on Mahler’s own. even his simplest songs contain these 
layers of meaning. 

Mahler’s fifth symphony was his first purely instrumental work in this 
form. it progresses from an opening funeral march to a triumphant 
fifth movement — a finale that is his most emphatic affirmation 
of life. is the ghost of Beethoven’s leonore, the heroine of fidelio, 
lurking in this symphony? leonore’s faithfulness to her imprisoned 
husband Florestan delivers him from false imprisonment, vanquishes 
a tyrant, and strikes a blow for human freedom; identifying with her 
story, he produced a work of music-theater that transformed the way 
we see Fidelio. and de la grange reveals that 1904, when Mahler 
was working on this opera and his symphony no. 5, was a period of 
joyful closeness between Mahler and his wife, whom he idolized — 
the formidable, captivating alma. 

We know from contemporary reports by alma herself and by 
Mahler’s good friend Willem Mengelberg, the brilliant dutch 
conductor, that the symphony’s fourth movement — the achingly 
lovely adagietto — was a very personal message to alma, delivered 
wordlessly to her as a gift. While leonard Bernstein cemented the 
tradition of playing it as an elegy — first in tribute to his mentor 
serge koussevitzky and later at a memorial for robert F. kennedy 
— it was likely an expression of Mahler’s undying love for his 
wife. For many listeners, including this one, the sense of timeless 
ardor that pervades this movement is what makes the symphony’s 
triumphant finale convincing.

When you listen to the adagietto, what will you hear? a dirge, 
or a love letter? a rumination on the universality of death, or an 
expression of the beauty of human love? the dichotomy between 
these ways of hearing brings us back to that word monumental. 
initially, cavils about Mahler’s symphonies were usually related 
to scope, with critics citing expansive developments that seemed 
disproportionate to their relatively simple themes. When advocates 
such as the conductor sir thomas Beecham championed the 
symphonies, their merits gained recognition. But their reputation 
for monumentality only increased, reinforced by a sense of the 
composer’s insistence upon profundity, eternal themes and, yes, 
death. the symphonies abound in funeral marches and chorales that 

the central movement slows the pace down to a stately chaconne 
marked adagio e sempre piano — slow and soft. a dignified theme is 
introduced as a bass line in the lower strings, and is then passed to the 
piano; the effect is courtly and discursive, as if ensemble and soloist are 
engaged in gentle conversation. But with the third and final movement, 
the celebratory energy of the opening allegro returns with even greater 
pace and intensity… a joyful close to an exuberant concerto.

Symphony No. 5

Instrumentation: 4 flutes (all doubling on piccolo), 3 oboes (third 
doubling on English horn), 3 clarinets (third doubling on E-flat clarinet 
and bass clarinet), 3 bassoons (third doubling on contrabassoon),  
6 horns, 4 trumpets, 2 trombones, bass trombone, tuba, timpani,  
4 percussion, harp, strings; Performance Time: 68 minutes.

background

I n his monumental — we’ll come back to that word — biography 
of gustav Mahler, Henri-louis de la grange writes with 
painterly detail about the summer and fall of 1904, when 

Mahler was preparing to conduct a new production of Beethoven’s 
opera fidelio while also preparing for the premiere of his own fifth 
symphony. the account reveals a side of Mahler we tend to forget, 
as well as confirming our popular image of him as an obsessive artist 
ardently committed to big ideas and uncompromising in his aesthetic 
principles.

today we know Mahler primarily as a symphonist — some would say 
the pre-eminent symphonist since Beethoven. But during his lifetime, 
the acceptance that Mahler’s symphonies won from critics and the 
public was mostly grudging. it barely hinted at the appreciation that 
these masterworks would receive later. His cycles of art songs placed 
him within the lineage of the foremost german-language art-song 

FROM bACH TO MAHLER

Bach and Mahler share a number of similarities with regard to 
their biographical details and their respective places in music 
history. Born and raised in rural german-speaking environments, 
both composers grew up and raised families where the death of 
siblings and children was a constant reality. Both earned great 
admiration and respect as preeminent performers during their 
lifetimes (Bach as an organist and Mahler as a conductor), but as 
composers their genius was ignored and not fully appreciated until 
well after their deaths. Both composers represent the pinnacle and 
end of an era in their respective times.

the other connection is a purely musical one. skillfully adapted 
traditional dance-inspired movements can be found in both 
composers’ works. the complexity of their respective music has 
been at times criticized as being excessively self-indulgent. perhaps 
these similarities unconsciously inspired Mahler through his own 
unique style to draw great influence from Bach in his own work? 
Beginning with his Fifth symphony, counterpoint became an 
important feature in Mahler’s music and music history has known 
no greater master of counterpoint than Johann sebastian Bach.  
the third and fifth movements of the Fifth symphony demonstrate 
how Mahler immersed himself in the study of Bach’s music and 
made it his own. 
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n o t e s
the second movement seems to embody a kind of rebellion against 
the portentous announcements of the first movement. even larger 
in scale than the first movement, this one — Mahler marked it 
stürmisch, or turbulent — conveys a sense of defiance through its 
steady accretion of layer after layer of sound, rapid string figures, 
and angry, complex chords (particularly diminished sevenths). 
astonishingly, the contending forces in this movement — do they 
represent our struggle against the dictates of fate that we heard in 
movement one? — culminate in a chorale. keyed in d major, an 
ascent from the c-sharp minor that prevails earlier in the movement, 
it suggests the possibility of eventual triumph.

scherzos are not unusual in symphonies, but the scherzo that 
comprises the third movement of Mahler’s Fifth stands alone — 
the symphony’s longest movement, and one of the longest Mahler 
ever composed. sometimes called the “hinge” of this symphony, 
it is the turning point in a work that was itself a turning point for 
its composer. continuing in the earlier chorale’s key of d major, 
this movement seems more rooted in the everyday world than those 
preceding it; it is built in seven sections rooted in the rustic ländler 
dances that Mahler loved and that he often associated with happy 
memories. Mystery and resolution seem to alternate as he layers 
and develops these themes, but the movement ends on a note of 
perplexity. is resolution really possible?

yes, resolution comes in the fourth movement, with its long, singing 
lines and sense of serenity. Heard as an expression of love, the 
adagietto makes the ultimate triumph of the final movement possible, 
moving with a quality of ecstatic timelessness until it diminishes to 
a single, poetic note — an “a” — in the horn. the final movement 
unfolds from this note without a pause, and leads to one of the most 
tumultuous expressions of triumph in music: a deliriously energetic 
rondo that eventually fulfills the promise of the chorale we heard in 
movement two.

Michael Clive is editor-in-chief of the Santa Fe Opera and blogs as The 
Operahound for Classical TV.com.

suggest religious concerns (both occur in the fifth), reinforcing the 
idea that Mahler was death-obsessed and unremittingly profound 
— an obsessive composer for obsessed listeners. it’s more realistic 
to view his awareness of death as the philosopher’s memento mori, 
intended as a reminder to keep what’s important in view — a 
reminder that life is finite and precious, its mysteries and its brevity 
worth pondering.

is 70 or 80 minutes of glorious listening — typical performance 
time for the fifth — really so much to ponder such things? as the 
great english art critic sister Wendy Beckett noted (to the London 
Independent in 1996), the best art takes time; “… you have to look 
long and hard and sometimes it takes hours” before a painting will 
reveal its meanings. Mahler makes it easier for us; but as sister 
Wendy also reminds us, it takes courage to experience art in this 
way. to do so, we must face the music on its own terms, without 
preconceptions and with a willingness to face its challenges — even 
when our prevailing culture pushes us toward the gym to deny our 
mortality, and away from a symphony that confronts its mysteries.

then again, following sister Wendy’s advice can also enable us to 
hear Mahler’s Fifth as a purely sensual experience that seems to 
hold time in gloriously beautiful suspension. as one distinguished 
musicologist told your intrepid annotator, “My idea of heaven would 
be to hear a great live performance of a Mahler symphony roll out 
and surround me endlessly while i’m lolling in a hot bath.”

What to listen for

Mahler’s symphony no. 5 makes a breathtaking transition in the 
course of its five movements. it opens with a funeral march that 
captures us with an arresting trumpet call and a fanfare of trumpets 
expressed in quick, urgent triplets. the textures are brilliant, but the 
mood is one of frightening portent that gives way to despair as the 
brass-heavy march subsides into elegiac contemplation dominated 
by strings. Mahler’s expansive development, with each element 
repeated, leads the movement to a mysterious close that suggests 
something different is coming — as indeed it is.
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THANK yOU TO OUR SPONSORS 

MARCH 21: DAvID AND TARA TROOb 
David and Tara Troob have been enthusiastic and generous supporters of the 
arts in Orange County since moving here from New York in 2001. David 
previously served on the board of Opera Pacific and currently is a board 
member of both Pacific Symphony and the Segerstrom Center for the Arts. Tara 
and David are both active with Williams College and the Clark Museum of 
Art in Williamstown, Mass., where they have sponsored a number of touring 
collections. We salute David and Tara Troob for their commitment to the arts, 
and - especially - their generous underwriting of Thursday’s performance.

MARCH 23: DOLORES AND STAN SIROTT 
Pacific Symphony extends enthusiastic thanks to Dr. Stan and Dolores Sirott 
for their underwriting support of our Saturday evening performance. Since 
moving to Laguna Niguel a few years ago, the Sirotts have become generous 
contributors to Pacific Symphony, and they are strong advocates for our 
classical concerts. Dolores is a member of Symphony 100. We are deeply 
indebted to Stan and Dolores for their strong commitment to great music, and 
for their continuing support of Pacific Symphony. Thank you! 

ARTIST SPONSOR: NICHOLAS FAMILy FOUNDATION 
The Nicholas Family Foundation, founded in 2002, has provided an 
endowment to Pacific Symphony to underwrite distinguished guest pianists’ 
appearances with the Symphony. We are grateful to the Nicholas Family for 
assuring the continuing appearances of world renowned artists each season.
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c a r l meet the music director

I n 2012-13, Music director carl st.clair celebrates his 23rd season with pacific symphony. 
during his tenure, st.clair has become widely recognized for his musically distinguished 
performances, his commitment to building outstanding educational programs and his 

innovative approaches to programming. st.clair’s lengthy history with the symphony solidifies 
the strong relationship he has forged with the musicians and the community. His continuing role 
also lends stability to the organization and continuity to his vision for the symphony’s future. 
Few orchestras can claim such rapid artistic development as pacific symphony — the largest 
orchestra formed in the united states in the last 40 years — due in large part to st.clair’s 
leadership.

the 2012-13 season continues the three-year opera-vocal initiative, “symphonic voices,” 
with a semi-staged production of puccini’s Tosca, and a “Music unwound” concert featuring 
soprano ute lemper singing kurt Weill’s Seven Deadly Sins as well as songs by george 
gershwin and edith piaf. two additional “Music unwound” concerts highlighted by multimedia 
elements and innovative formats include Mozart’s Requiem and the 100th anniversary of 
stravinsky’s Rite of Spring. the 13th american composers Festival is a jazz celebration 
featuring the duke ellington orchestra and composer daniel schnyder.

in 2008-09, st.clair celebrated the milestone 30th anniversary of pacific symphony. in 2006-07, 
he led the orchestra’s historic move into its home in the renée and Henry segerstrom concert Hall 
at segerstrom center for the arts. the move came on the heels of the landmark 2005-06 season 
that included st.clair leading the symphony on its first european tour — nine cities in three 
countries playing before capacity houses and receiving extraordinary responses. the symphony 
received rave reviews from europe’s classical music critics — 22 reviews in total.

From 2008 to 2010, st.clair was general music director for the komische oper in Berlin, 
where he led successful new productions such as La Traviata (directed by Hans neuenfels). He 
also served as general music director and chief conductor of the german national theater and 
staatskapelle (gnts) in Weimar, germany, where he recently led Wagner’s Ring Cycle to great 
critical acclaim. st.clair was the first non-european to hold his position at the gnts; the role 
also gave him the distinction of simultaneously leading one of the newest orchestras in america 
and one of the oldest orchestras in europe. 

st.clair’s international career has him conducting abroad numerous months a year, and he has 
appeared with orchestras throughout the world. He was the principal guest conductor of the 
radio sinfonieorchester stuttgart from 1998-2004, where he successfully completed a three-
year recording project of the villa-lobos symphonies. He has also appeared with orchestras 
in israel, Hong kong, Japan, australia, new Zealand, and south america, and summer 
festivals worldwide. st.clair’s commitment to the development and performance of new works 
by american composers is evident in the wealth of commissions and recordings by pacific 
symphony. st.clair has led the orchestra in numerous critically acclaimed albums including two 
piano concertos of lukas Foss on the harmonia mundi label. under his guidance, the orchestra 
has commissioned works which later became recordings, including philip glass’ The Passion of 
Ramakrishna, richard danielpour’s An American Requiem on reference recordings and elliot 
goldenthal’s fire Water Paper: A Vietnam Oratorio on sony classical with cellist yo-yo Ma. 
other composers commissioned by st.clair and pacific symphony include William Bolcom, 
philip glass, Zhou long, tobias picker, Frank ticheli and chen yi, curt cacioppo, stephen 
scott, Jim self (the symphony’s principal tubist), christopher theofandis and James newton 
Howard. 

in north america, st.clair has led the Boston symphony orchestra, (where he served as 
assistant conductor for several years), new york philharmonic, philadelphia orchestra, los 
angeles philharmonic and the san Francisco, seattle, detroit, atlanta, Houston, indianapolis, 
Montreal, toronto and vancouver symphonies, among many.

a strong advocate of music education for all ages, st.clair has been essential to the creation 
and implementation of the symphony education programs including classical connections,  
arts-X-press and class act.

CARL ST.CLAIR
WilliaM J. gillespie
Music director cHair
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“... a powerhouse performer whose playing combines strength with beauty.” - The Guardian 

D ejan lazić’s fresh interpretations of the piano repertoire have established him as one of 
the most sought-after and unusual soloists of his generation. He has appeared with such 
orchestras as the Budapest Festival orchestra, rotterdam philharmonic, philharmonia 

orchestra, city of Birmingham symphony, Bamberger symphoniker, swedish radio, danish 
national, Helsinki philharmonic and australian chamber orchestra. lazić enjoys a significant 
following in the Far east appearing with orchestras such as nHk symphony, yomiuri nippon, 
sapporo symphony, seoul philharmonic and Hong kong philharmonic.  He works with 
conductors such as iván Fischer, vladimir ashkenazy, giovanni antonini, kirill petrenko, robert 
spano, John storgårds, krzysztof urbanski and osmo vänskä.

in the 2012-13 season, lazić will be artist in residence with orchestre philharmonique de 
strasbourg, a position which will showcase him as an interpreter of the germanic tradition 
(Beethoven and Haydn concerti), more unusual repertoire (shostakovich and lutoslawski) and as 
a recital artist. in germany he appears with such orchestras as ndr sinfonieorchester Hamburg 
and konzerthausorchester Berlin, under their principal conductor iván Fischer, with whom lazić 
appears regularly also with Budapest Festival orchestra. orchestral appearances elsewhere 
include a return to Basel chamber orchestra, copenhagen philharmonic, a tour with amsterdam 
sinfonietta, national symphony orchestra taipei, adelaide symphony orchestra and indianapolis 
symphony, the latter for the Midwest premiere of lazić’s own arrangement of the Brahms violin 
concerto as a piano concerto. 

alongside his solo career, lazić is also a passionate chamber musician. recently artist in residence 
with the netherlands chamber orchestra, he has given recitals at amsterdam concertgebouw, 
london Queen elizabeth Hall, Munich prinzregententheater, Washington kennedy center, plus in 
Montreal, tokyo, Beijing and istanbul. the season includes recital tour dates across germany, at 
Zurich’s tonhalle, teatro colón Buenos aires and at sydney opera House.

With channel classics he has released a dozen critically acclaimed recordings, including works 
by scarlatti/Bartók and schumann/Brahms, all as part of his liaisons series; the latest of which 
couples together cpe Bach/Britten. His live recording of rachmaninoff piano concerto no. 2  
with london philharmonic orchestra/kirill petrenko received the prestigious german echo 
klassik award 2009. His latest concerto release is a disc featuring Beethoven’s Fourth piano 
concerto, recorded live with the australian chamber orchestra led by richard tognetti.

lazić is also active as a composer. His works include various piano compositions, chamber music 
and orchestral works, as well as cadenzas for Mozart, Haydn and Beethoven piano concertos. His 
arrangement of Brahms’ violin concerto for piano and orchestra was premiered with the atlanta 
symphony orchestra and robert spano in 2009 and has since been performed by lazić at the 
BBc proms, amsterdam’s concertgebouw, at Hamburger ostertöne festival and in Japan. a live 
recording of the concerto was released in January 2010 to great critical acclaim. He is currently 
working on his own concerto for piano and orchestra no. 1.

Born into a musical family in Zagreb, croatia, lazić grew up in salzburg, austria, where he 
studied at the Mozarteum. He now lives in amsterdam.

DEJAN LAzIĆ
piano

d e J a n meet the guest artist

COMING UP NExT!

bEETHOvEN’S FIFTH 
Thursday-Saturday, April 4-6, 2013

Guest conductor Mei-Ann Chen brings her energy and dynamism to Beethoven’s irresistible work, plus Chinese 
music featuring erhu master Georg Gao.

SAINT-SAëNS’ ORGAN SyMPHONy 
Thursday-Saturday, May 2-4, 2013

Organist Paul Jacobs performs Saint-Saëns’ masterpiece on the magnificent William J. Gillespie Concert 
Organ, and violinist Tianwa Young plays Lalo’s “Symphonie espagnole,” led by guest conductor Aziz 
Shokhakimov. 
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PACIFIC SyMPHONy

P acific symphony, celebrating its 34th season in 2012-13, is led by Music director carl 
st.clair, who marks his 23rd season with the orchestra. the largest orchestra formed 
in the u.s. in the last 40 years, the symphony is recognized as an outstanding ensemble 

making strides on both the national and international scene, as well as in its own burgeoning 
community of orange county. presenting more than 100 concerts a year and a rich array of 
education and community programs, the symphony reaches more than 275,000 residents— 
from school children to senior citizens.

the symphony offers moving musical experiences with repertoire ranging from the great 
orchestral masterworks to music from today’s most prominent composers, highlighted by the 
annual american composers Festival and a new series of multi-media concerts called “Music 
unwound.”

the symphony also offers a popular pops season led by principal pops conductor richard 
kaufman, who celebrates 22 years with the orchestra in 2012-13. the pops series stars some 
of the world’s leading entertainers and is enhanced by state-of-the-art video and sound. each 
pacific symphony season also includes café ludwig, a three-concert chamber music series, and 
classical connections, an orchestral series on sunday afternoons offering rich explorations of 
selected works led by st.clair. assistant conductor Maxim eshkenazy, now in his final season 
with the symphony, brings a passionate commitment to building the next generation of audience 
and performer through his leadership of the pacific symphony youth orchestra as well as the 
highly regarded Family Musical Mornings series.

since 2006-07, the symphony has performed in the renée and Henry segerstrom concert Hall, 
with striking architecture by cesar pelli and acoustics by the late russell Johnson. in september 
2008, the symphony debuted the hall’s critically acclaimed 4,322-pipe William J. gillespie 
concert organ. in March 2006, the symphony embarked on its first european tour, performing 
in nine cities in three countries. 

Founded in 1978, as a collaboration between california state university, Fullerton (csuF) 
and north orange county community leaders led by Marcy Mulville, the symphony performed 
its first concerts at Fullerton’s plummer auditorium as the Fullerton chamber orchestra under 
the baton of then-csuF orchestra conductor keith clark. the following season the symphony 
expanded its size, changed its name to pacific symphony orchestra and moved to knott’s Berry 
Farm. the subsequent six seasons led by keith clark were at santa ana High school auditorium 
where the symphony also made its first six acclaimed recordings. in september 1986, the 
symphony moved to the new orange county performing arts center, where clark served as 
music director until 1990.

the symphony received the prestigious ascap award for adventuresome programming in 
2005 and 2010. in 2010, a study by the league of american orchestras, “Fearless Journeys,” 
included the symphony as one of the country’s five most innovative orchestras. the orchestra 
has commissioned such leading composers as Michael daugherty, James newton Howard, paul 
chihara, philip glass, William Bolcom, daniel catán, William kraft, tobias picker, Frank 
ticheli and chen yi, who composed a cello concerto in 2004 for yo-yo Ma. in March 2012, 
the symphony premiered danielpour’s Toward a Season of Peace. the symphony has also 
commissioned and recorded The Passion of Ramakrishna by philip glass (released in september 
2012), An American Requiem, by richard danielpour, and elliot goldenthal’s fire Water 
Paper: A Vietnam Oratorio with yo-yo Ma.

the symphony’s award-winning education programs benefit from the vision of st.clair and are 
designed to integrate the symphony and its music into the community in ways that stimulate all 
ages. the orchestra’s class act program has been honored as one of nine exemplary orchestra 
education programs by the national endowment for the arts and the league of american 
orchestras. the list of instrumental training initiatives includes pacific symphony youth orchestra, 
pacific symphony youth Wind ensemble and pacific symphony santiago strings. 

in addition to its winter home, the symphony presents a summer outdoor series at irvine’s 
verizon Wireless amphitheater, the organization’s summer residence since 1987.

a B o u t pacific symphony
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M e e t the orchestra

CARL ST.CLAIR • MUSIC DIRECTOR
William J. Gillespie Music Director Chair

RICHARD KAUFMAN • PRINCIPAL POPS CONDUCTOR
Hal and Jeanette Segerstrom Family Foundation Principal Pops Conductor Chair

MAXIM ESHKENAZY • ASSISTANT CONDUCTOR
ALEJANDRO GUTIéRREz • ASSISTANT CONDUCTOR

Mary E. Moore Family Assistant Conductor Chair

FIRST vIOLIN
raymond kobler
 Concertmaster,
 Eleanor and Michael Gordon Chair
paul Manaster
 Associate Concertmaster
Jeanne skrocki
 Assistant Concertmaster
nancy coade eldridge
christine Frank
kimiyo takeya
ayako sugaya
ann shiau tenney
Maia Jasper
robert schumitzky
agnes gottschewski
dana Freeman
grace oh
Jean kim
angel liu
Marisa sorajja

SECOND vIOLIN
Bridget dolkas*
Jessica guideri**
yen-ping lai
yu-tong sharp
ako kojian
ovsep ketendjian
linda owen
phil luna
MarlaJoy Weisshaar
robin sandusky
alice Miller-Wrate
shelly shi

vIOLA
robert Becker*
 Catherine and James Emmi Chair
Meredith crawford**
carolyn riley
John acevedo
erik rynearson
luke Maurer
Julia staudhammer
Joseph Wen-Xiang Zhang
pamela Jacobson
adam neeley
cheryl gates
Margaret Henken

CELLO
timothy landauer*
kevin plunkett**
John acosta
robert vos
lászló Mezö
ian Mckinnell
M. andrew Honea
Waldemar de almeida
Jennifer goss
rudolph stein

bASS
steven edelman*
douglas Basye**
christian kollgaard
david parmeter†
paul Zibits
david Black
andrew Bumatay
constance deeter

FLUTE
Benjamin smolen*
 Valerie and Hans Imhof Chair
sharon o’connor
cynthia ellis

PICCOLO
cynthia ellis

ObOE
Jessica pearlman*
 Suzanne R. Chonette Chair
deborah shidler

ENGLISH HORN
lelie resnick

CLARINET
Benjamin lulich*
 The Hanson Family Foundation Chair
david chang

bASS CLARINET
Joshua ranz

bASSOON
rose corrigan*
elliott Moreau
andrew klein
allen savedoff

CONTRAbASSOON
allen savedoff

FRENCH HORN
keith popejoy*
Mark adams
James taylor**
russell dicey

TRUMPET
Barry perkins*
tony ellis
david Wailes

TROMbONE
Michael Hoffman*
david stetson

bASS TROMbONE
robert sanders

TUbA
James self*

TIMPANI
todd Miller*

PERCUSSION
robert a. slack*
cliff Hulling

HARP
Mindy Ball*
Michelle temple

PIANO•CELESTE
sandra Matthews*

PERSONNEL MANAGER
paul Zibits

LIbRARIANS
russell dicey
Brent anderson

PRODUCTION 
STAGE MANAGER
Will Hunter

ASSISTANT 
STAGE MANAGER
William pruett

The musicians of Pacific Symphony are members of the American Federation of Musicians, Local 7.
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* principal
** assistant principal

† on leave

celebrating    ,    or     years with 
pacific symphony this season.
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